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The following is a draft proposal for streamlining the A.S. program outcomes in terms of the 

adoption of consistent language for the four outcomes currently evident across most of the A.S. 

programs.   

 

There are four outcomes shared across our current A.S. programs, focused on workforce skills, 

such as communication.  Faculty members and employers in the recent internship redesign 

process have said they would like to see students better prepared to demonstrate these skills in 

the workplace.  We propose adopting consistent outcomes language for four outcomes across the 

A.S. programs to help us align our thinking and assessment activities, clearly stating that 

graduates should be able to…. 

 

…analyze information for decision-making;  

… identify the ethical responsibilities specific to the field of study; 

… communicate clearly with technical and nontechnical audiences; and  

… perform industry-defined workplace skills. 

 

With overarching outcomes there would be a common thread across programs with agreed upon 

phrasing of the outcome.  Each outcome would have an emphasis on skills that are applied and 

can be easily observed for the purposes of assessment.  A.S. programs would still meet any other 

outcomes that they have defined, specific to their programs, specializations, and certificates 

(beyond the four proposed overarching outcomes).  
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The four proposed overarching outcomes would also allow us to evaluate cohorts across the 

institution as currently we cannot. Additionally, we would be able to: 1) hold a conversation across 

General Education and the AS programs; 2) establish the missing connections; 3) and create more 

meaningful conversations.   

 

Clarifications added after conversations with faculty and deans in December, 2016: 

 

 Faculty in the AS Programs are not being asked to change what they are doing 

 This would not need CCC approval (the outcomes are only being reworded).  

 The modification forms will not need to be submitted, it will be done in CIM  

 

 Programs that need to use outcomes language determined by their accreditors will keep the 

language of their accreditors (and the cross-reference between the outcomes required by 

the accreditors and these four shared outcomes will be documented). 

 

 

 


